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� Shipment from CDU warehouse � Shipping from external warehouse

Shock-absorbing mallet 
with polyurethane heads

N50370 - Shock-absorbing mallet with interchangeable 
polyurethane heads, steel main body partially filled with metal 
grit to absorb rebound, painted finish, ash handle.

N50380 - Shock-absorbing mallet with interchangeable 
polyurethane heads, steel main body partially filled with metal 
grit to absorb rebound, painted finish, steel handle coated with non-
slip rubber on the grip.

    Spare heads

N55385

N50370

N50380

Final   
Code

N50370
 

N50380 N50370 N50380
€

 

€ Head ø (mm) Overall length (mm) Weight (g) Overall length (mm) Weight (g)
0035 -,-- �

 

-,-- � 35 340 610 300 635
0040 -,-- �

 

-,-- � 40 345 710 305 765
0050 -,-- �

 

-,-- � 50 355 1060 325 1160
0060 -,-- �

 

-,-- � 60 365 1340 330 1490

N55385
€

 

Spare head (supplied single)
 

 

Head ø (mm)
N553850035 -,-- � 35
N553850040 -,-- � 40

N553850050 -,-- � 50
N553850060 -,-- � 60

N55385
€

 

Spare head (supplied single)
 

 

Head ø (mm)

Lever for carpenters

Lever for carpenters, hex section, C40 steel, painted finish, 
curved crab end and curved flat end.

N55450
€

 

Overall length (mm) Hexagonal section (mm)
 

 

N554500600 -,-- � 600 18 N554500800 -,-- � 800 18

N55450
€

 

Overall length (mm) Hexagonal section (mm)
 

 

Chain wrench

chain wrench lightweight model, chrome vanadium steel jaws, painted and 
burnished running, shoe-profile double-row for operation in both directions 
of rotation without repositioning the tool.

N75045
€

 

For pipes min÷max ø 
(inches)

Overall length 
(mm) a (mm)

 
 

N750450005 -,-- 2÷4 311 115
N750450010 -,-- 3÷5 617 170

Chain pipe wrenches

Pipe wrenches chain, reversible jaws, robust model for tightening 
the large ducts.

N75050
€

 

For pipes min÷max ø (mm) For pipes min÷max ø 
(inches) Overall length (mm) Arm length (mm) Weight (Kg)

 
 

N750500005 -,-- 13÷76 1/4÷2 1/2 695 420 4
N750500010 -,-- 27÷114 3/4÷4 900 660 6
N750500015 -,-- 34÷165 1÷6 1000 815 9
N750500020 -,-- 48÷219 1 1/2÷8 1280 1120 15
N750500025 -,-- 60÷320 2÷12 1630 1335 25
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